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Abstract—Named Data Networking (NDN) was developed to
improve the network architecture. To be suitable for the current
network connection type, which is Content-Distribution Which
has a data packet named with a prefix and the recipients of the
data use the interest packet sent to the network to find the desired
data without worrying about the source and can Cache the data
on the router device. Although the NDN network provides a way
to make data available the name prefix is directed and can be
backed up, but the NDN network architecture There are still
many problems, and one of the important problems is Connection
path improvements That needs to be Responsiveness that is not
yet fast for changing of the network. In this research we designed
and developed the Longest Prefix Reduction (LPR) for NDN
networks by improving the routing cost of the connection path.
To respond to failed connection routes faster, from this research
helps improve the route faster, significantly helping Increase the
transmission rate, get more information. Which allows
connection in NDN network has improved performance.

Keywords—NDN, NFD, Route improvement, NDN
Testbed.
I.
INTRODUCTION
At present, the communication in the network will use the
protocol TCP/IP [1] which has a connection pattern Point-toPoint and using only the TCP/IP protocol will not be effective
when there are many services us ers, thus enabling the
distribution of content (Content) to various sources, and must
be costly and there are still issues of security issues Liang et al
said [2]. In response to the above problems, research scholars
have proposed a content-centric future network [2,3]. The
Named Data Networking (NDN) was developed to improve
the network architecture, to suit the current network
connection. The Named Data Networking (NDN) [3] was
developed to improve the network architecture to suit the
current network connection. therefore, in this research
designed and developed the improvement system path and
selection of Longest Prefix Reduction (LPR) for the NDN
network with improved Routing Cost of the connection path,
to respond to failed connection path faster to improve the route
improvement process for the NDN network, and Developing
an extension of NFD software for selecting routes for
forwarding packets in the NDN network.
Software that used for prototype development from the
concept of This research has many software groups that
support packet forwarding. In the NDN network, such as
Named Forwarding Daemon (NFD) [4] and Content Centric
Network (CCN) [5], which research has chosen NFD as an
extension tool, because NFD is open source software and a
prototype from a group of researchers NDN network and then
test the prototype software on the system Testbed network.
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From the results, it was found that the NFD from the work this
research helps improve the route faster, significantly helping
Increase the transmission rate, get more information. Which
allows connection in NDN network has improved performance.
II. BACKGROUND
2.1 Named Forwarding Daemon Software (NFD)
NDN Forwarding Daemon (NFD) is a network forwarder
that implements and evolves together with the Named Data
Networking (NDN) protocol [16]. The main design goal of
NFD is to support diverse experimentation with NDN
architecture. NFD is developed as a tool for processing Interest
and Data packets on the router device in the NDN network.
The NFD has a structure as show in figure 3. Acts as a
multiplexer between routers consists of forwarder to manage
the packet forwarding plan by using the Strategies module, and
being the interface between the Face system, CS system, PIT
and FIB etc. in the part of the Face System, it will manage the
multiplex method which is currently able to work on Ethernet
networks and overlay on TCP and UDP. When forwarder
receives the prefix of the packets that will be sending to the
destination, Forwarder will send the packet containing the
prefix to the Face system and sent to the destination via various
channels. In Forwarder it still connects to the CS, PIT and FIB
systems according to the NDN network architecture mentioned
above, which is managed using the NDN-Cxx library and is an
important library for the NFD to process Interest and Data
packets.
TCP

Forwarder
Face
system

Strategies

UDP
Eth
….

PIT

FIB

CS
ndn-cxx library
Figure 3 NFD Components

2.2 Forwarding packets in the NDN network
In the NDN network, there are many software
developments, such as CCN [5], NFD [4] and development as
an operating system Such as RIOS, etc. Every software has a
working mechanism the mechanism in Figure 2, which the
NDN network contains 2 types of packets: Interest and Data.
In interest Packets do the duty to search for the desired data
and the router has a working procedure as the following:
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1) When receiving an interest packet, the router will search
for data packets that were previously backed up in Content
Store (CS) and if found in CS, they will reply to the sender and
end the work.
2) If the data cannot be found in CS, the system will bring
the interest to check in the Pending Interest Table (PIT), which
is a table to check the situation sending Interest under the same
data before, if the interest has been previously exported the
router will store the Face (Network Interface in the TCP / IP
network architecture) to be used to send Data packets back
through various faces with request, Therefore it’s making the
router does not send the Interest Packets On the redundant
Upstream path.
3) In the case of an interest packet being checked in PIT
and did not find the previous Interest submission. The system
will check the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) table .By
searching for a Face that will send the Interest to the
destination with Longest Prefix Match algorithm (LPM) [8]
and forward the packet from the router to find the next data,
but if cannot use LPM to find a Face that will forward the
packets. The router will notify the Interest sender on the
Downstream by using the Negative ACK (NACK) packets to
notify the previous router, there is no path to connect to the
destination.
When the Router has received Data packet, the router will
start checking the name of the data (Prefix). In the packet data
type, if still in the PIT, it will forward the data packet via the
Face list that was previously requested and make a backup
(Cache) the data packet for using with the next request, but if
cannot find the prefix of the data in the PIT table, The router
will abandon (Drop) that data packets, because it is a strange
data in the routing mechanism in the previous NDN network.
[ 14,15].
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2.3 LPR designing and development
Longest Prefix Reduction Algorithm (LPR) of this research
there is a concept to improve the way of managing the Routing
Cost together with managing the Prefix of Interest Packets. In
selecting the connection route in the NDN network by adding
the process of processing Interest Packets in the router as
follows.
1)When the LPR receives an interest packet, it will select
the Face that is used to forward the packet to Upstream from
Face (Fout) with the lowest C and the longest prefix match by
using the Longest Prefix Match algorithm that is in the NFD.
2)When Fout takes Timeout, LPR will select the next Face
with lowest C followed the faces until all faces are active.
3)If every Face cannot connect, LPR will reduce the Prefix
of the Data name in the FIB table, it will decrease the prefix
one by one and cannot connect. LPR will reduce the Prefix
name in the Interest packet to / ndn / th / ac / tute / data and
find the Face that supports sending new Interest as steps 1 and
2.
2.4 Development and experiment of prototype programs.
2.4.1 Development of Assessment Interest Packet
Prototype development based on the concept of
LPR has been developed and integrated with NFD
software by adding the function to process Interest
Packets as shown in Figure 4 as follows:

√

PIT

Add PIT
record

√

Delete PIT
Entry

be taken to process with the Face that the last packet was sent
not more than 100 ms and with the most similar prefix.
From using BR, you can see the Routing Cost is
determined by using the Dijksra algorithm to calculate the
distance to the destination in Multipath. According to the
Named Link-State Routing protocol (NLSR) [10, 13], but
setting the Routing Cost with that methods is permanently
defined, making the using of the BR algorithm select to send
packets via Face that cannot be connected Regardless of other
factors such as: connection path failure etc. The BR algorithm
is not effective enough to be used with various NDN networks,
which it’s the source of this research will design and develop
in the route improvements automatic and up to date in network
switching situations Software Named Forwarding Daemon.

onlncomingInterest
Interest
IncomingStoreMiss

findLongestPrefixMatch

Upstream
Forwarding Face F1, F2, F3,…,Fn

Figure 2 Packet processing and Forwarding by an NDN Router

The Algorithm that use to manage the path of sending the
Interest Packets there are many algorithms such as: BR [8,9],
NCC, Broadcast and Client. Control by BR is an algorithm that
is used in the NFD for Forwarding a Interested Packet which
BR works after receiving an interest packet and then using the
Prefix of Interest check in PIT and if found prefix in PIT, the
router will send the packet out to Face that has the lowest
Routing Cost, but if cannot be found Packets, the packet will
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Figure 4 Interest Processing for LPR algorithm
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1)When the router receives an interest packet via Face at
F1, F2, F3, ... Fn, after De-multiplex the packet is sent to the
function onIncomingIntest, which within onIncomingIntest
will be checked according to the steps of the NDN architecture,
but if not receiving data, the system will notify the function
onContentStoreMiss then will enter to the route selection,
Choose the Face to send the Interest Packets to the Upstream
route.
2)Find Face that can send Interest Packets from the Face
with Prefix that most matches Interest by the find longest
prefix match function, after receiving the list of F1, F2, F3, ...
Fn, that support sending packets, then select Face with the
lowest Routing Cost (Flow) and send Interest Packets via such
Flow.
3)When occur a Timeout via Flow that has already sent an
interest, NFD will report results to the Unsatisfied section and
increase C one-by-one via Flow before rearranging all faces by
sorting in ascending order and reducing the final prefix is
decreased one-by-one according to the LPR algorithm, before
sending a new Interest Packet (Retransmission) via the new
Face with the lowest C, Development of Data Packets
Processing.
When the router receives the data packet, it means that the
face can be connected. Therefore, the Face with a high data
transmission ratio from Downstream, there is a chance that the
Interest transmission will receive high data, in the LPR
algorithm there are improvement the Routing Cost (C) as steps
in Figure 5.
When the router has received the data packet the system
will be imported into the function onIncoming Data and then
reduce C to the Face that received Data, then use the
getNextHops function to get Face F1, F2, F3, ... Fi with the
same prefix as the data that received before and reducing C
from C1, C2, C3, ... Ci for every Face with the same Prefix to
nourish the distance of C In each face, there is no difference
too high and does not make the C higher without ending from
the process Manage C in the processing of Interest Packets.
Data

The Consumer machine is configured to connect to the
NDN Router via UDP Face, by setting the Prefix / ndn for the
FIB, this will cause every packet to be transferred to the NDN
Router, at the same time the NDN Router uses UDP Face to
connect to the NDN Testbed system.
The Consumer machine uses ndnping software to test to
connect to the various nodes, according to the Prefix in Table1,
and then evaluate the Convergence Time and Lost Rate of
using the BR and LPR algorithms, before taking to analyze the
results, in this research Requiring evaluation of efficiency and
effectiveness using the range 95% confidence, As figure 6
show an experiment diagram for testing BR and LPR
algorithms.
Each Prefix from Table 1 to test Convergence Time, each
node is sent a packet of 30 times for checking the Loss Rate,
the Connection to the destination will be used 3 different times,
10, 50 and 100 times Respectively, to observe the efficiency of
resource of the test machine, and each time of packet
transmission will control the parameters at the local network
level, it’s containing 100Mbps bandwidth channel, and not
allowing external packets to interfere with the testbed system
In the local network of this research.
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Figure 6 an evaluation scenario
Table 1

getNextHops

DownStream Face F1, F2, F3,…,Fi

Decrease Ci from Fi

Figure 5 Data processing for LPR algorithm

III.
EXPERIMENT METHOD
This experiment installs the NFD version 0.4.1 connected
by using the internet hack. 192.168.6.0/24 and use all UDP
faces and use VirtualBox software to create a Virtual Machine
(VM), installing the Linux operating system, CentOS version
7 has a 1-core processor, 1024Gb RAM, 20Gb hard disk and a
Bridge network configuration.
IJERTV9IS030511

Testbed Prefixes

/ndn/br/ufpa

/ndn/ch/unibas

/ndn/de/uni-goettingen

/ndn/edu/Arizona

/ndn/edu/byu

/ndn/edu/colostate

/ndn/edu/Illinois

/ndn/edu/Memphis

/ndn/edu/neu

/ndn/edu/uci

/ndn/edu/ucla

/ndn/edu/ucla/remap

/ndn/edu/wustl

/ndn/es/urjc

/ndn/fr/unip6

/ndn/gov/nist

/ndn/it/unipd

/ndn/jp/ac/osaka-u

/ndn/anyang

/ndn/kr/re/kisti

/ndn/no/ntnu

/ndn/pt/ulusofona/copelabs

/ndn/pt/uminho

/ndn/cn/edu/tongji

/ndn/id/ac/ui

/ndn/nl/tno

/ndn/org/caida

/ndn/com/orange

/ndn/edu/umich

/ndn/biz/xp3/yayatute
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NFD ASSESSMENT RESULTS

4.1 Convergence Time Assessment Results
In evaluating the Convergence Time between the use of BR
and LPR algorithms. The experimental results show the
efficiency of the LPR, that help the Convergence Time to be
lower than using BR, which results in Figure 8 being the
Convergence Time of the LPR algorithm. In the X-axis is the
test node that has all 30 nodes, and the Y-axis is the
Convergence Time that occurs after the route is updated in
milliseconds. This research uses the average value obtained
from the ndnping and LPR software. The overall convergence
time is between 5095.5 ± 9.04 ms is different from using BR,
which cannot connect to the destination, therefore Timeout
occurred and there was no result in any path improvement.

4.3 Performance evaluation
Assessment of the use of forecasting from this research,
CPU and RAM usage was tested by collecting data every 5
minutes during the experiment, 30 times. Found that the rate
of managing memory in figure 10 can be seen that the LPR
algorithm has a higher memory utilization rate than the BR
algorithm, which is due to the addition of the Routing Cost
function and reducing the Prefix to find Routes in the NDN
network, but the use of the LPR memory algorithm is relatively
stable and slightly higher than the BR algorithm.

NDN Nodes

Figure 8 LPR Convergence Time

4.2 Loss Rate Assessment Results
Loss Rate is an important factor to make the efficiency and
the effectiveness of the transmission of packets in high
volumes, The result of the evaluation between the use of the
BR and LPR algorithms is shown in Figure 9 in the X-axis is
the number of packets sent to the destination and the Y-axis is
the percentage of loss rate. From the results of the experiment,
it was found that the use of BR algorithms, it’s made 100
percent packet loss, because of the response to the connection
is delayed and the BR algorithm does not choose a new route
until it receives NACK packets and deletes the route from the
FIB, but in the experiment on the testbed system in this
research 1) The NACK packets are not returned to the
Consumer, because the NDN Router has FIB tables and PIT
tables that wait for Timeout and be updated with Interest
Packets continuously.
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made, but when switching to the LPR algorithm, it is seen that
when sending packets of 10 packets, there will be a loss rate of
2.08 ± 4.0 percent, when increasing the number of packets to
50, Loss Rate packets has a ratio reduce to 1.67 ± 1.78 percent,
and in the case of sending 100 packets of packet the Loss Rate
is reduced to 0.9 ± 1.10 percent, from the results of this
experiment show the LPR algorithms is able to adjust the
Routing Cost and allow the NFD to choose the route to send
the Interest Pack via Face that can be used quickly and help
increase both the efficiency and effectiveness of
communication in the NDN network.

Memory usage

Figure 10 Memory Load

V.
CONCLUSION
The NDN network architecture was built to suit to apply in
the era that content is important for applications in the NDN
network, Named Prefix is used as a tool for receiving content
using interest and data packets. Using Named Prefix as a
packet stimulation tool allows NDN to connect to the
multipath network. Currently, NDN uses the BR algorithm and
makes decisions using Routing Cost. There are still many
problems such as respond to route selection, connection failed,
delayed. In this research therefore developed the LPR
algorithm to help improve the route of choosing packet
delivery routes to support multipath packet delivery by
managing the method of sending interest packets by improving
the flexible routing cost method.
This research introduced the development concept in NFD
software tested on NDN Testbed system and test results.
Shows the efficiency and effectiveness of the route
improvement of interest packets, which helps the LPR to have
a low rate of 90% that the BR usage is more than 90%.

LPR

Number of Packet
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